THE FOOTBRIDGE

The changing level of water under the footbridge through the year results from the use of Chew Valley Reservoir to store winter run-off and maintain drinking water supplies through dry summer months. The highest levels are usually seen in March and the lowest in September. This regime has a very strong influence on the plants and insects which inhabit the margins of the Lake. Willows, reeds and Amphibious Bistort not only withstand inundation, but also survive long dry periods so, not surprisingly, these are the most successful marginal plants at Chew.

Others, such as the yellow-flowered Silverweed, the white Scentless Mayweed and the delicate star-shaped Water Chickweed, which is also white, are quick to invade the exposed lake bed.

When crossing the bridge look, too, for a flash of blue – Hollow Brook is a favourite hunting area for Kingfishers. Follow the arrows through the car park to a meadow.

REEDBEDS

For 400m the trail runs between woodland or Dogwood scrub and reedbeds. Blocks of the reedbed may have been cut recently as part of a rolling programme to prevent further invasion by willow and bramble. Block cutting maintains a proportion of young reeds and provides a contrast with the mature stands and thus increases habitat diversity.

Apart from the familiar reedbed birds seen or heard on the Grebe Trail, this wilder, more extensive area of reeds may attract more unusual visitors. The small, fast-flying Hobby has been seen here hunting for Swifts, Swallows and Dragonflies. The bird most closely identified with reedbeds, the Bittern, is an occasional visitor to Chew.

Look, too, at patches of damp earth along this part of the Trail. Roe Deer ‘slots’ are quite common, as are the hairy-toed prints of Fox.

You may notice Willow saplings with areas of bark rubbed away – the result of a Roe buck thrashing his small antlers in the build-up to the late July rut.

Welcome to the Bristol Water Chew Valley Nature Trail

Bristol Water created Chew Valley Lake in 1956 to meet the demand for water by the million or so people who live in the Company’s area of supply. Since then wildlife has taken over the many habitats available around the lake’s margins and this trail has been opened to give visitors an opportunity to see and enjoy the many wild flowers, insects and animals as well as the beautiful views.

THE BITTERN TRAIL is reached from the GREBE TRAIL by the footbridge over Hollow Brook. It is not a surfaced path and can be wet and muddy, so boots are advisable. This Trail runs along the East Shore, visits an open Bird Hide and returns to the footbridge, making a 1.5km circuit. To minimise disturbance to wildlife: STRICTLY NO DOGS. Please keep to the Trail and especially avoid walking down to the shore since this will scare the birds which other people are trying to watch. We aim to create an undisturbed wildlife reserve area beyond this part, so please do NOT attempt to join the Trail from any other direction.

Note also that the Hollow Brook car park is for anglers only.

REMEMBER TO KEEP QUIET AND TO KEEP YOUR EYES AND EARS OPEN, ESPECIALLY TO ANY MOVEMENT IN THE REEDBEDS AND WOODLAND. THE LESS DISTURBANCE YOU CAUSE THE MORE WILDLIFE YOU WILL SEE.
**THE BIRD HIDE**
From the bird hide you may see a wide range of birds. Canada Geese, Coots and Heron are present all year, but the greatest number of duck are usually seen in early winter. Typical duck species to be seen include Mallard, Pochard, Tufted Duck, Shoveler and Wigeon, with less common species including Goosander, Shelduck, Pintail, Scotch, Long-tailed Duck, Garganey, Smew and Red-crested Pochard. The stiff-tailed Ruddy Ducks are of interest since they are a feral population, established from birds which escaped from Slimbridge. 

Late in the summer, you may also catch a glimpse of a Comorant sitting on a favourite tree-stump with wings held out to dry as though posing for some heraldic design. They find rich pickings from among the Roach, Rudd and Perch populations in the Lake, and can also take the occasional Trout.

**THE MEADOW**
This sheltered narrow grassland is ideal for seeing small birds and insects. You may see a party of busy Long-tailed Tits making their twittering passage from tree to tree as they search for aphids. In the winter Siskins frequently feed on the seeds of alder. Butterflies like Brimstone, Common Blue and Comma can be seen in this meadow and in late summer Small Tortoiseshells are common. 

**SYCAMORE WOOD**
This woodland is mixed Sycamore, Norway Maple, Willow and Alder plantation, and is being managed by selective thinning. This will improve the woodland's structure and improve its wildlife value. As you begin to leave the dense canopy above look out for fragrant Meadowweet, blue Water Forget-me-not and Water Mint growing beside the small drainage ditches.

For weekly updates on nature trails and birdwatching plus leisure events information visit our web site: www.bristolwater.co.uk/leisure

Bristol Water plc gratefully acknowledges the support of the Countryside Commission and the Nature Conservancy Council in the creation of the nature trail.